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About This Content

Hovan Revenge  - is an additional storyline of Bloodbath Kavkaz. This is a tragic tale of a forgotten videoblogger and stand-up
comedian Jury Hovansky, which is happening during the main story of Bloodbath Kavkaz. Left by his best friends and

dissapointed with his own life, Jury, while being in a deep drunk dream, hears out his Alter ego and decides to fight his enemies
and restore the justice.

DISCLAIMER

The game does not have any racist implication and has no intention to offend anyone and is made purely for entertainment. The
game is set in a parallel universe; all matches with real life are accidental.
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Title: Bloodbath Kavkaz - Khovan Revenge
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dagestan Technology
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound device compatible with DirectX® 9.0

English,Russian
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Here are my first thoughts... Note that I got this game from Humble Bundle.

Not the biggest platform game fan. So I wouldn't spend 15$ on any platform game for that matter.

The controls are sleek.
The concept is pretty cool; especially when you suck as much as I do.
The soundtrack is actually pretty *dank*
Gameplay overall is smooth and great from what I have gathered thus far.

If you enjoy platform games - just buy it.. I just don't like it.
Maybe because is too simple or too constant, boring levels without any challenge, everything is linear and dull.
I'm a fan of tower defense games but this one simply doesn't attract me.
You can buy it if is on sale but, for ME, doesn't spark any interest.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cLm3Gpbti04

Deathlike Awakening is a fun jump scare game but there isn't much content yet. There are several game breaking bugs at this
point. The game is fully playable however which can be difficult to find in some early access titles. I am going to give this a
positive review only because there is no in between option and it doesn't quit deserve a negative review. If you are a fan of
horror this may be a good game for you to support. If you are looking for a fully polished game with lots of content I would wait
to purchase this.. I loved this game, and then there was an update. I thought they would add those 5 songs they were going to
add.

Nope.

They changed the interface and the guns in the songs. Why? No idea, there was no reason, the game was perfectly fine. They
took 4 months to do a graphics update. And is it good?

Nope.

The guns barely align to the guns, the song "Tough Guy" just has straight constant beams when the bass drops, before the
update, every note changed the beam slightly in the drop. Was this a good change?

Nope.

The developers ruined this game, they changed unnecessary things, their turning into Google with Youtube. There was no reason
to do this. Why didn't they add the new songs? We have no idea. So in the end, should you buy this game now?

NOPE.. Very nice little game for those who like to set up lines and create different things. The negative votes are from people
who are clueless on how to play or was expecting some super fanstic graphic game for 8 bucks. LOL. Its really nothing like
factorio, other than you have conveyour belts and the like. Im really enjoying it, but I like games like this. For the money it is
woth it for sure.. quot;AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA - *boom*" - Bomb Guy on Serious Sam 2. I agree with his statement.. I'am
sure the devs meant well, but i just can't give the game a positive review, just because it dosen't have much positive in it. I would
go for a neutral review if that's been possible.

The game is a mix of a Walking Simulator and a Puzzle Game. While it tries to be both at the same time, it fails in doing so
greatly. It's just OK-ish in every aspect and nothing more.

There is stuff to explore like in any Walking Simulator "Game", but there is just nothing really interesting you can explore. So
much stuff you can pick up, look at, but don't have any purpose. So many empty drawers to open and so many items you can't
interact it in the first place. A dark, dull environment and poor graphic aren't very helpful to keep you motivated.
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Story is just incredible generic and boring. It tries to be scary at times, but even fails in that department. Extremly annoying
Ghosts\/Spirits and uninteresting Characters all over the place. Dull notes of Lore you can find and Drawings without any
connection to anything. Overall Story and the conclusion is just meh.

Puzzles are ok, but they are just very easy and the solution is most of the time right next to the puzzle itself. Which isn't that
bad, but still looks like if they didn't put much thought into it. There mostly just 3 recurring puzzles you have to handle. One
kind of sliding puzzle for gates to unlock, one kind of "hit buttons puzzle" to open all the optional puzzle boxes and one kind of
"memorize 5-6 buttons in a row puzzle" for main story boxes to open. The just vary a little bit, but nothing more. Only
interesting puzzles are those few that advance the main story. Anything else is boring, easy and uninspired.

Only real positive about it, it's over pretty soon and you can get 100% on Archivements easy, if you interested. Music is ok.
Playtime is very short. Just 6-8 hours.

If you really wanna buy it wait for a heavy sale. If you don't buy it, be assured, you won't miss anything. There are just so many
good puzzle games out there and even better Walking Simulators than this, if you into such things. This one is just not worth the
money.
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Meh. One of the substandard HO's. I wouldn't pay more than a few dollars, and I honestly get bored and stop playing every 15
minutes or so.. Great game. and Humour. wow this was more fun than I had anticipated
9/10 would make cutlery and fruit explode by punching them again. If you're into short bursts (like, 2 minutes) of light, puzzle-
ish gameplay with airy graphics and music, it's worth a go. It's perfect for killing 5-10 minutes. It even loads and quits extremely
fast!
. https://youtu.be/7HayxfBWKkQ

Excellent game on the cheap. If you like managing resources, space, and tower defense, check this one out. I was so happy that I
could play this on the first episode of Save Your Coins.. A really under-rated game with excellent controls and a fair ammount
of challenge.
Includes Gameboy like graphics, a good nostalgia vibe and some very memorable songs.
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